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Designed in Barcelona. Since 1932.
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WELCOME TO THE NEW 2015 COLLECTION
Through the decades JANÉ has established a 
reputation for producing prams and car seats that 
are innovative and simply unmatched in terms 
of their versatility, strength and comfort. JANÉ 
continues to pioneer ground-breaking developments 
in child health and safety that place the brand as a 
market leader, trusted by millions of parents across 
the globe.
We are delighted to present to you the JANÉ 2015-
16 UK collection, highlighting our fantastic award 
winning collection of prams, travel systems and car 
seats for your new family.
New this year is the JANÉ Crosswalk. Blessed with 
the same magical DNA as the Epic, it’s the new high 
performance all-terrain model with a unique lie-flat 
seat mode that’s suitable for new-borns. It has a 
super-compact folding system and is ultra-smooth 
and light. Sophisticated in the city and solid in the 
country, these characteristics make it perfect for all 
lifestyles. 
The range also includes the new Quartz, the new 
Group 2-3 car seat that can adapt to your child at 
every stage from 3 to 12 years; our Transporter 2, 
the healthiest, safest carrycot in the world and the 
award-winning revolutionary multi-functional Matrix 
Light 2, which is still the healthiest and safest infant 
car seat in the world.
With our extensive range of award winning and 
exciting products, I am sure you will find the ideal 
solution for all your baby’s needs.

TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH AVAILABLE 
FOR EVERYONE
Jané carries out a lot of social work to help to 
improve mobility conditions for children.

• We allocate a large amount of our resources to 
research to provide products that are safer every 
day.
• We created the JANÉ EDUCA programme to 
make children aware of the importance of using 
their safety seats correctly.
• We collaborate with automobile associations to 
produce and promote multiple studies about child 
safety.
• We collaborate with UNICEF

JANÉ, You and UNICEF united against malaria.
At JANÉ we wanted to get involved with the struggle 
to combat malaria, and we want ALL of you to join 
us, so that together we can carry out direct and 
immediate action:
“With each pushchair that you buy Jané 
collaborates with UNICEF to supply mosquito nets”
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JANÉ (pronounced “Han - ay ”) products are available from most good high street specialists and quality 
independent retailers everywhere. We do hope you enjoy choosing from our range. However, if you have any 

difficulty in obtaining any of our products please feel free to contact us for assistance.
For UK & Ireland specific information, including your local stockists details use our

UK web site: www.johnstonprams.co.uk
e-mail : info@johnstonprams.co.uk

Telephone : (028) 9084 9045.
For Jané’s European web site : www.jane.es

May we take this opportunity and offer our very best wishes to you, your family and your new baby at this 
exciting time.
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HISTORY

THE FIRST JANÉ PUSHCHAIR WAS CREATED IN 1932

The son of Ramón Jané Caúm, Manel Jané Vidal, changed the direction 
of the business when his son was born. “If you’re such a good locksmith, 
if you’ve got so many ideas for other people, prove you’ve got them for 
your son as well”. Encouraged by his father, Manel Jané accepted the 
challenge and, a few days later, little Ramón went out on wheels, in a 
buggy that Manel Jané was very proud of. 

The admiration it caused among neighbours and friends inspired him to 
make a couple of folding pushchairs and present them in department 
stores in Barcelona. A week later he got his first orders. Jané began to 
make folding pushchairs for children. That’s how our story began, with a 
commitment to excellence, as if we were creating products for our own 
babies.

1932 1939 1967 1978
81 years committed to 
your baby.

Jané created and 
patented the most 
compact folding chassis 
on the market.

The first folding stroller 
from Jané with a vinyl 
bassinet.

The umbrella stroller, a 
new concept in reclining 
and folding strollers.

TRANSPORTER 2 MATRIX light 2 & platform STRATA
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CRASH 
TEST

GOING BEYOND THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Jané moves forward with the confidence coming from experience and the 
responsibility of leadership. Jané Crash Test Research Center is the safety 
laboratory of Jané, and one of the most advanced in the world. Ready to 
perform tests at the same level as EuroNCAP, it lets us carry out all the tests 
necessary, not only to guarantee maximum safety but also to create new 
pioneering and innovative designs.
This relentless quest to go one step further is backed up, daily, by the con-
stant investment of Jané’s resources in research, safety and the protection 
of babies.

PRODUCTS AHEAD OF THEIR TIME

Jané premise is to create products of the future, now. The innovations of-
fered by their design provide a response not only to all the new mothers and 
fathers, who want the design to suit their baby’s delicate shape better and 
fit in with their lifestyle, but are also backed up by recent medical reports.

RACING RACING MONTECARLO r1
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MORE COMFORTABLE WALKS
MORE ENJOYABLE WALKS

The Jané Muum is a new concept in pushchairs that 
combines the latest design trends with the most 
innovative safety and comfort features. It has a light-
weight chassis and folds without having to remove the 
pushchair seat unit. This year’s model now includes 
a new updated larger pushchair hood, a new style 
foot pedal brake and now also includes coordinating 
accessories.

Adaptability is key to this excellent pushchair, which 
converts easily thanks to Jané’s Patented Pro-Fix system 
which locks and unlocks the carrycot or car seats with 
just one movement, eliminating the need for awkward 
fitting kits. The pushchair seat has 3 recline positions 
and is versatile enough to suit newborns right through 
to toddlers. It’s one of the most comfortable models on 
the market due to its well-designed roomy seat.

Keen to make life as easy as possible for busy parents, 
the Jané Muum features a large capacity shopping 

basket so you can carry everything you need effortlessly. 
It also has a reversible seat unit so you can have your 
baby facing you as you walk. Its smaller lighter swivel 
front wheels with independent suspension, are perfect 
for getting about on the city streets. And its large 
removable rear wheels make the pushchair fold up 
even more compactly, making it easier to carry and 
store wherever you decide to take it.

Available to co-ordinate with the Muum pushchair are 
the KOOS – one of the lightest and most innovative 
infant car seats on the market; the MATRIX LIGHT 2 – 
the safest, healthiest all-in-one carrycot and car seat 
in the world, and the MICRO foldable carrycot – the 
practical and light option for transporting baby whilst 
he rests.

The Muum makes everything not only better for you 
but also easier and more accessible. The Muum from 
Jané; more comfortable walks, more enjoyable walks.

MUUM

6 PUSHCHAIRS

NEW 
IMPROVED

2015
MODEL
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Folded with 
seat unit

75 x 60 x 34 cm

ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Chassis folded
70 x 50 x

23 cm

Unfolded
78/108 x 60 x 

98 cm

Chassis
weight
6.6 kg

Adjustable 
backrest

107°
130°
152°

MUUM + KOOS + MATRIX LIGHT 2 + MICRO CARRYCOT

Travel System Options

MUUM
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Muum Video (UK)

why buy me?

New Larger Hood New Foot Brake Smooth Lockable wheels Large Capacity Basket

A Pro-Fix system (patented) locks and unlocks car 
seats and carrycots with just one movement, 
eliminating the need for awkward fitting kits.

B Book type compact folding system.
C 3 Position, ergonomic, full reclining lie-back seat 

unit with adjustable footrest (suitable from birth).
D New foot brake pedal.
E New larger wraparound hood.
F New height adjustable soft touch ergonomic 

handlebar, 7 positions (78-108cm).
G Lockable front swivel wheels that’s smoother and 

easier to control.
H Independent front suspension.
I Quick release rear wheels for more compactness 

when folded.
J Removable and washable seat upholstery. 
K Large capacity shopping basket. 
L Removable and reversible seat unit.
M Reinforced seat unit with a honeycomb structure 

means it’s lightweight and strong.
N Lightweight aluminium chassis can free stand when 

folded.
O Chassis can fold with seat unit attached and has a 

carrying handle which makes it easier to carry.
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MUUM Pushchair
5363X  £325

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

MUUM + Koos
5363X-K  £435

MUUM + MICRO
5372X  £485

MUUM + Matrix Light 2
5363X-M  £539

MUUM + MICRO + Koos
5372X-F  £595

S08 CLOUD
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MUUM Pushchair
5363X  £325

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

MUUM + Koos
5363X-K  £435

MUUM + MICRO
5372X  £485

MUUM + Matrix Light 2
5363X-M  £539

MUUM + MICRO + Koos
5372X-F  £595
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MUUM Pushchair
5363X  £325

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

MUUM + Koos
5363X-K  £435

MUUM + MICRO
5372X  £485

MUUM + Matrix Light 2
5363X-M  £539

MUUM + MICRO + Koos
5372X-F  £595
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Matrix TV Advert

MATRIX LIGHT 2 - CAR SEAT & CARRYCOT  11
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A UNIQUE 
PUSHCHAIREPIC

12 PUSHCHAIRS

down to the last detail, Epic also includes a practical 
cover for the handlebar so it doesn’t wear out from 
the continual use of the pushchair, and this also gives 
it a very personal touch. 

Available to coordinate with the Epic pushchair is the 
KOOS – one of the lightest and most innovative infant 
car seats on the market; the MATRIX LIGHT 2 – the 
safest, healthiest all-in-one carrycot and car seat in 
the world, and the new NANO foldable carrycot – the 
practical and light option for transporting baby whilst 
he rests.

Like all the Jané pushchairs, Epic offers all the 
characteristics and features typical of the brand: 
safety, lightness, smooth handling, comfort for the 
baby, a pro-fix system and a unique design. Epic is a 
great pushchair full of new developments!

Sporty, compact and dynamic are the three adjectives 
that define the new Epic from Jané. Its urban and 
pioneering design stands out because of its tubular 
chassis that gives it a hardwearing and innovative 
character. 

Additionally, Epic offers extraordinary versatility: 
hardwearing PU tyres with shock-absorbing 
properties; independent, long travel suspension on 
the rear wheels; excellent manoeuvrability thanks to 
the balanced front wheel set giving smooth, precise 
turning; a double hand brake lock and a more compact 
patented folding chassis with the detachable and 
reversible seat. 

The new tubular chassis, made of aluminium with 
a high elastic limit, makes it one of the lightest 
pushchairs in its category. Carefully designed, right 
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ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Folded
63 x 59 x 

33 cm

Unfolded
80/100 x 59 x 

92/112 cm

Chassis
weight
8.9 kg

Adjustable 
backrest

110°
125°
142°

EPIC
technical

EPIC + KOOS + MATRIX LIGHT 2 + NANO CARRYCOT

Travel System Options

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

EPIC Video (UK)

A Pro-Fix system (patented) locks and unlocks car 
seats and carrycots with just one movement, 
eliminating the need for awkward fitting kits. 

B Patented folding system, 10% more compact. 
C Tubular aluminium chassis.
D Reversible and detachable seat unit.
E 3 Position reclining seat and footrest, plus 1 

position for folding.  
F Compact folding with the seat in both positions and 

detachable wheels.
G New large detachable rear wheels.
H PU tyres that are 10 times more hard-wearing than 

traditional tyres and with great shock absorbing 
properties.  

I PU leather handlebar cover.
J Long travel Independent suspension with 2 shock 

absorbers on the rear wheels.  
K Smooth and efficient front lockable swivel wheels 

thanks to the balanced front wheel set. 
L Inverted “C” shaped rear structure makes room for 

your feet and easier to push.
M Double brake lock on the handle.
N Height adjustable handle (80 - 100 cm).

why buy me?

Extendable Hood PU Tyres Compact Aluminium Chassis Shock Absorber Suspension

A

M

C

H
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S08 CLOUD EPIC + Koos
5375X-K  £495

EPIC + NANO
5377X  £510

EPIC + Matrix Light 2
5375X-M  £599

EPIC + Nano + Koos
5377X-F  £610

EPIC Pushchair
5375X  £395

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

EPIC ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
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S12 MOSS EPIC + Koos
5375X-K  £495

EPIC + NANO
5377X  £510

EPIC + Matrix Light 2
5375X-M  £599

EPIC + Nano + Koos
5377X-F  £610

EPIC Pushchair
5375X  £395

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

EPIC ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
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EPIC Pushchair
5375X  £395

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

EPIC ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
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EPIC + Matrix Light 2
5375X-M  £599

EPIC + Nano + Koos
5377X-F  £610

EPIC + Koos
5375X-K  £495

EPIC + NANO
5377X  £510

S15 TILE
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NEW
DUE SPRING 

2015

CROSSWALK

CHIC IN THE CITY
STRONG IN THE COUNTRY

18 PUSHCHAIRS

Equipped with the same DNA as the Epic, the new 
Crosswalk is born! It’s the new high performance 
all-terrain pushchair with a patented compact 
folding system. Sophisticated in the city and solid 
in the country, these characteristics make it the 
perfect pushchair for all lifestyles. 

Its advanced features make the Crosswalk a nimble, 
easy to manoeuvre pushchair. Its exclusive large 
PU tyres, 10 times more resistant than traditional 
tyres, have great shock absorbing properties. A 
tubular aluminium chassis, independent suspension 
with shock absorbers on the rear wheels and a 
more spacious seat with reclining multi-position 
backrest (including a unique horizontal new-born 

position), offers baby greater comfort. Crosswalk 
has everything you could want in a pushchair.

Available to coordinate with the Crosswalk 
pushchair is the KOOS – one of the lightest and 
most innovative infant car seats on the market; the 
MATRIX LIGHT 2 – the safest, healthiest all-in-one 
carrycot and car seat in the world, and the new 
NANO foldable carrycot – the practical and light 
option for transporting baby whilst he rests. The 
soft NANO carrycot uses an exclusive system that 
means it can be folded up very easily and quickly to 
an extraordinarily small size, marking a new concept 
of soft carrycots where design and functionality are 
perfectly combined.
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ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Folded
67 x 60 x 

36 cm

Unfolded
85/107 x 60 x 

95/116 cm

Chassis
weight
10.6 kg

Multi position 
backrest

CROSSWALK
technical

CROSSWALK + KOOS + MATRIX LIGHT 2 + NANO CARRYCOT

why buy me?

Travel System Options

Lie Flat Seat Mode All Terrain PU Wheels Large Capacity Basket Shock Absorber Suspension

A Pro-Fix system locks and unlocks car seats and 
carrycots with just one movement, eliminating 
the need for awkward fitting kits. 

B 10% more compact patented folding system.
C Tubular aluminium chassis.
D Reversible and detachable seat unit.
E Suitable from birth, the backrest has multi reclining 

positions and a lie-flat mode, offering the child 
greater comfort.

F Compact folding with the seat in both positions and 
detachable wheels.

G Large all-terrain wheels with PU tyres that are 10 
times more hard-wearing than traditional tyres 
and with great shock absorbing properties.  

H Long travel independent suspension with 2 shock 
absorbers on the rear wheels.  

I Smooth and efficient front lockable swivel wheels 
thanks to the balanced front wheel set. 

J Inverted “C” shaped rear structure makes room for 
your feet and easier to push.

K Double brake lock on the handle.
L Large capacity basket.
M Height adjustable handle (85 - 107 cm).

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Crosswalk Video

A
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CROSSWALK Pushchair
5380X  £450

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

CROSSWALK + Nano + Koos
5381X-F  £675

CROSSWALK + Koos
5380X-K  £545

CROSSWALK + NANO
5381X  £580

CROSSWALK + Matrix Light 2
5380X-M  £649
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S09 CLAY

CROSSWALK Pushchair
5380X  £450

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

CROSSWALK + Nano + Koos
5381X-F  £675

CROSSWALK + Koos
5380X-K  £545

CROSSWALK + NANO
5381X  £580

CROSSWALK + Matrix Light 2
5380X-M  £649
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CROSSWALK Pushchair
5380X  £450

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

CROSSWALK + Nano + Koos
5381X-F  £675

CROSSWALK + Koos
5380X-K  £545

CROSSWALK + NANO
5381X  £580

CROSSWALK + Matrix Light 2
5380X-M  £649
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S13 SCARLET

CROSSWALK Pushchair
5380X  £450

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

CROSSWALK + Nano + Koos
5381X-F  £675

CROSSWALK + Koos
5380X-K  £545

CROSSWALK + NANO
5381X  £580

CROSSWALK + Matrix Light 2
5380X-M  £649
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TWONE

The Jané Twone’s evolutionary and convertible design 
allows it to adapt to many different combinations; you 
can change it from a one-seater pushchair to a travel 
system or even a twin pushchair in just a few seconds! 
It offers great versatility when connecting infant car 
seats, carrycots and seats units that are all fitted easily 
thanks to the Pro-Fix system. 

The Jané Twone is extremely compact and 
multifunctional, specially designed to grow with your 
family whether you have one child, twins or children 
of different ages. Personalise it however you like and 
you’ll discover many surprising combinations! 

In single mode it features a large shopping basket 
so you can carry everything you need effortlessly, a 
reversible seat unit so you can have your baby facing 
you as you walk, and smaller lighter swivel front wheels 

with independent suspension which are perfect for 
getting about on the city streets. Its compact book 
type folding system makes it easier to carry and store 
wherever you decide to take it.

The Jané Twone converts to a twin by simply adding 
the secondary lower seat unit (optional accessory) 
onto the rear wheels. This seat unit, like the front 
seat unit, has three different recline positions for your 
baby. And for different ages, or for newborn twins, 
you can decide on the different infant car seats and 
carrycots available.

Available to coordinate with the Twone pushchair is 
the KOOS – one of the lightest and most innovative 
infant car seat on the market and the MATRIX LIGHT 2 
– the safest, healthiest all-in-one carrycot and car seat 
in the world.

THE WORLD’S MOST EVOLUTIONARY PUSHCHAIR THAT GROWS WITH YOUR FAMILY

WHERE THERE’S ROOM FOR ONE, 
THERE’S ROOM FOR TWO

24 PUSHCHAIRS
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TWONE + MATRIX TWONE TWIN + TWIN MATRIX

Travel System Options

TWONE
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Folded with 
seats : 34 x 75

x 62 cm

Adjustable 
rear seat 
(optional)

108°
130°
145°

ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Chassis folded
23 x 72
x 62 cm

Unfolded
79/108 x 98 x 

62 cm

Chassis
weight
7.5 kg

Adjustable 
front seat

110°
125°
142°

Twone Video (UK)

A Pro-Fix system (patented) locks and unlocks car 
seats and carrycots with just one movement, 
eliminating the need for awkward fitting kits. 

B Can convert into a twin pushchair yet still 
maintaining the footprint of a single pushchair.

C Lower Pro-Fix mountings for the installation of the 
lower seat unit or infant car seat / carrycot.

D Height adjustable soft touch ergonomic handlebar 
with 7 positions (79 -108 cm).

E Handle brake.
F Detachable rear wheels with protective mudguards.
G Unique swing gate bar making it easier to install the 

additional lower seat unit or child.
H Smooth and efficient front lockable swivel wheels.
I Independent front suspension.
J Removable and washable seat upholstery.
K Large capacity shopping basket.
L Main seat unit is removable, reversible and has 3 

recline positions with adjustable footrest.
M PU tyres which are 10 times more hard-wearing 

than traditional tyres and with great shock 
absorbing properties. 

N Lightweight, compact folding aluminium chassis.
O Foot apron zips away into the bumper bar.

why buy me?

Zip away foot apron Gate opening for easy access Converts into Twin Handbrake

A
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S08 CLOUD Twone + Koos
5393X-K  £590

Twone + MATRIX
5393X-M  £694

TWONE twin + 2 koos
Includes Lower seat pack & 2 Koos
5393X-TK  £885

Twone Twin + 2 matrix light 2
Includes Lower seat pack & 2 x Matrix Light 2
5393X-TM  £1093

twone Pushchair
Single pushchair
5393X  £499

Twin pushchair
(inc Lower seat pack)
5393X-T  £649

twone Lower Seat Pack
Lower seat unit & Double Raincover
5004X-S08  £150

 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Single Pushchair 

Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
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Twone + Koos
5393X-K  £590

Twone + MATRIX
5393X-M  £694

TWONE twin + 2 koos
Includes Lower seat pack & 2 Koos
5393X-TK  £885

Twone Twin + 2 matrix light 2
Includes Lower seat pack & 2 x Matrix Light 2
5393X-TM  £1093

twone Pushchair
Single pushchair
5393X  £499

Twin pushchair
(inc Lower seat pack)
5393X-T  £649

twone Lower Seat Pack
Lower seat unit & Double Raincover
5004X-S08  £150
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 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Single Pushchair 

Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

S13 SCARLET
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RIDER COMFORT FOR YOUR BABY
AND ALSO FOR YOU

and, because there’s no obstructive rear axle for feet to 
kick against, your posture isn’t compromised. This makes 
taking baby for a walk is a breeze. 

The higher seating position means the Rider can also be 
used as a highchair as it adapts perfectly to table level. The 
seat unit is also reversible meaning it can be fitted onto the 
chassis in two different directions, with baby facing you or 
facing ahead.  

Available to coordinate with the Rider pushchair are the 
STRATA – safest infant car seat in its category; the MATRIX 
LIGHT 2 – the safest, healthiest all-in-one carrycot and 
car seat in the world, and the TRANSPORTER 2  – the 
award winning carrycot (that’s also a lie-flat car seat) and 
the safest carrycot in the world! These are all brilliant, 
innovative and award winning products combined to 
deliver the very best for your baby.

You want the very best for your baby, no matter what. The 
Rider offers quality and total comfort right down to the 
smallest detail. Your precious new arrival will spend a lot of 
time in their travel system. That’s why we have combined 
our exclusive Rider and Trider award winning pushchairs 
with Matrix Light 2, Transporter 2 and Strata infant car 
seats and auto carrycots, to ensure every moment is 
comfortable, safe, and as healthy as possible for baby.

An ingenious and innovative patented folding system 
ensures that when the Jané Rider folds, the unique 
retractable rear wheels reduce the folded size by an extra 
30%. This makes it one of the most compact on the market. 
The magnificent rear suspension with adjustable shock 
absorber makes the ride very comfortable for the baby.

The Jané Rider has a streamlined chassis with a unique 
inverted ‘C’ shaped structure making it easier to push 

RIDER GOES STRAIGHT INTO POLE POSITION

28 PUSHCHAIRS
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ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Folded
62 x 60 x 

38 cm

Unfolded
85/110 x 60 x 

93 cm

Chassis
weight
10.3 kg

Adjustable 
backrest

110°
125°
142°

rider
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

RIDER + STRATA + MATRIX LIGHT 2 + TRANSPORTER 2

Travel System Options

Rider Video (UK)

why buy me?

PU Tyres & ball bearings Accessories included Adjustable Suspension Handbrake

A Pro-Fix system locks and unlocks car seats and 
carrycots with just one movement.

B Patented folding system reduces the size by up to 
30%.

C Easy unfolding system that only needs one hand.
D Reversible and detachable seat unit.
E Inverted “C” shaped rear structure leaves more 

room for your feet, making it easier to push.
F Lightweight anodized aluminium tubular chassis.
G 3 Position reclining backrest and footrest.
H Handlebar brake lever.
I Wheels have steel ball bearings to maximize 

manoeuvrability and now with NEW highly 
resistant and shock absorbing PU tyres.

J Adjustable suspension with central shock absorber 
optimises your baby’s comfort.

K Higher seat unit keeps baby above the pollution, 
car fumes and allows it to be used as a highchair 
when out and about.

L Quick release removable rear wheels.
M  Handlebar cover to prevent wear and tear through 

continual use of the pushchair.
N Height adjustable handlebar (85 - 110 cm).
O Lockable front swivel wheels.

A

H
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M
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L
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RIDER Pushchair
5384X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Sun Parasol
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5384X-F  £859

RIDER + STRATA
5384X-S  £629

RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5384X-T  £669

RIDER + Matrix Light 2
5384X-M  £699
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S09 CLAY

RIDER Pushchair
5384X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Sun Parasol
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5384X-F  £859

RIDER + STRATA
5384X-S  £629

RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5384X-T  £669

RIDER + Matrix Light 2
5384X-M  £699
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RIDER Pushchair
5384X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Sun Parasol
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5384X-F  £859

RIDER + STRATA
5384X-S  £629

RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5384X-T  £669

RIDER + Matrix Light 2
5384X-M  £699
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RIDER Pushchair
5384X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Sun Parasol
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5384X-F  £859

RIDER + STRATA
5384X-S  £629

RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5384X-T  £669

RIDER + Matrix Light 2
5384X-M  £699
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RIDER Pushchair
5355X  £495

 ; Lightweight EVA Tyres
 ; Seat Liner
 ; Handle bar Cover
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Sun Parasol
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5355X-F  £859

RIDER + STRATA
5355X-S  £629

RIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5355X-T  £669

RIDER + Matrix Light 2
5355X-M  £699
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36 PUSHCHAIRS

TRIDER ALL-TERRAIN
STROLLS

means it can also be used as a high chair, as it adapts 
perfectly to the table top. This carefully studied 
position of the seat is also ideal for your child’s health 
as it keeps him away from pollution, car fumes and 
insects in long grass when off road.

Its extremely compact folded size, and the lightness 
of the aluminium, make it easy to take anywhere. Like 
the rest of the Jané range, the Jané Trider is fitted 
with the Pro-Fix system (patented) which means its 
carrycots and car seats can be connected quickly and 
safely with just one movement - unlike most prams on 
the market which require awkward fixing kits. With 
Jané everything is integrated into the system, so with 
the simple press of a button your travel system can be 
transformed.

The Jané Trider lets you enjoy your trips out with 
complete freedom. It offers you a chassis with 
minimalist style complete with all the benefits of an 
extreme design. 

The three large high performance puncture-proof 
rubber wheels are perfect for adapting to any 
terrain and surface, and the front wheel swivels to 
give maximum freedom of movement. The brilliant 
long length suspension stroke with adjustable shock 
absorber, offers the baby maximum comfort.

It has a handle bar brake lever, so there’s no foot-
operated brake pedal to threaten the toenails of 
sandal wearers and its seat unit is reversible, so baby 
can enjoy his trip out facing the street or travelling 
backwards, facing his parents. The higher seat unit 

THE ALL-TERRAIN WITH SHOCK ABSORBER TAKES ROUGH WITH SMOOTH

36 PUSHCHAIRS
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ALL-TERRAIN
STROLLS

Trider
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Folded with
seat unit

70 x 60 x 39 cm

ISOFIX
Compatible

Hard wearing 
& stain 

resistant

Chassis folded
65 x 48 x 

30 cm

Unfolded
83/108 x 60 x 

108 cm

Chassis
weight
10 kg

Adjustable 
backrest

110°
125°
142°

TRIDER + STRATA + MATRIX LIGHT 2 + TRANSPORTER 2

Travel System Options

Trider Video (UK)

A Puncture proof all-terrain wheels with PU tyres.
B Adjustable suspension with central shock absorber 

optimises your baby’s comfort.
C Extremely compact folding, with or without seat 

attached.
D Quick release removable wheels.
E Higher seat unit keeps baby above the pollution, 

car fumes and allows it to be used as a highchair 
when out and about.

F Reversible and detachable seat unit.
G 3 Position reclining backrest and footrest.
H Extendable hood and hood visor.
I Inverted “C” shaped rear structure leaves more 

room for your feet, making it easier to push.
J Lightweight anodized aluminium tubular chassis.
K Height adjustable handlebar (83 - 108 cm).
L Pro-Fix system locks and unlocks car seats and 

carrycots with just one movement.
M Patented folding system reduces the size by up to 

30%.
N Easy unfolding system that only needs one hand
O One touch parking brake on the handlebar.
P Lockable front swivel wheel.

why buy me?

PU Tyres & ball bearings Large Extendable Hood Adjustable Suspension Handbrake
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TRIDER Pushchair
5389X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5389X-F  £859

TRIDER + STRATA
5389X-S  £629

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5389X-T  £669

TRIDER + Matrix Light 2
5389X-M  £699
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S09 CLAY

TRIDER Pushchair
5389X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5389X-F  £859

TRIDER + STRATA
5389X-S  £629

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5389X-T  £669

TRIDER + Matrix Light 2
5389X-M  £699
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TRIDER Pushchair
5389X  £495

 ; Seat Liner
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5389X-F  £859

TRIDER + STRATA
5389X-S  £629

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5389X-T  £669

TRIDER + Matrix Light 2
5389X-M  £699

S11 ATLANTIC
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TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2 + STRATA
5359X-F  £859

TRIDER + STRATA
5359X-S  £629

TRIDER + TRANSPORTER 2
5359X-T  £669

TRIDER + Matrix Light 2
5359X-M  £699

TRIDER Pushchair
5359X  £495

 ; Hood with Windows
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
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TRIDER EXTREME MATRIX
TRAVEL SYSTEM

 ; Larger Extreme Wheels
 ; Changing Bag
 ; Raincover

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

TRIDER EXTREME + Matrix Light 2
5329  £799

EXTREME MODEL FEATURES

Larger Wheels with PU Tyres Large Hood with Visor Adjustable Suspension Foot Apron
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aCCESSORIES
COMPLETE THE LOOK WITH OUR LUXURY RANGE OF HIGH 

QUALITY COORDINATING ACCESSORIES....
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STONE
80479-R73

RUBIN
80479-R74

GRANIT
80479-R78

NEST PLUS pushchair footmuff

Anti-pilling fleece interior that’s very soft and warm. Practical zipped 
pocket for all those little bits and pieces. Water resistant exterior 
protects your baby from the elements.  The top apron cover can be 
zipped off to leave a pushchair liner, while the cover can be used as 
a pram quilt.  Universal design with different fitting options to the 
seat (ties, Velcro straps or elastic enveloping corners) allows it to fit 
all pushchairs on the market.  Made from hard-wearing and stain 
resistant materials.  Footmuff opens both sides. Top quality zip.  
Inside feet protector.  The length can be shortened to adjustable as 
child grows.  Dimensions: 110 x 50 cm.

NEST basic pushchair footmuff

Universal design with different fitting options to 
the seat (ties and/or Velcro straps). Fleece lining 
and an anorak type outer cover to protect from 
the weather.  Water resistant exterior protects your 
baby from the elements.  Made from hard-wearing 
and stain resistant materials.  Quick fitting with a 
zip for baby’s dirty feet to stick out of.  Footmuff 
opens with central zip. Top quality zip.  Unique 
and practical zipped pocket.  Reflective material.  
Dimensions: 110 x 50 cm.

FRACK
80478-P41

CRIMSON
80478-R27

BASALT
80478-R28

£ 64.99£ 89.99

RED
80473-R83

SCARLET
80473-S13

DUNE
80473-R80

BROWN
80473-R81

BLACK
80473-R82

CLOUD
80473X-S08

DESERT
80473X-R10

ATLANTIC
80473X-S11
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moom group 0 footmuff

Universal, for all Group 0 infant car seats and pushchairs. 
Waterproof, breathable fabric and very warm thanks to 
the fleece lining. It’s 65 x 38 cm  and can be used with 3 
or 5 point harnesses. The cover can be completely removed 
leaving a seat liner and opens both sides. Fits very easily due 
to the large rear opening that allows you to install it without 
removing the harnesses.

anti-uv sun parasols universal

This isn’t just any parasol, it’s a sunshade that’s made of 
materials specially designed to offer unique protection 
against ultraviolet rays, both UVB and UVA. A protection 
factor of 50+, the highest factor that material can reach.  
Complete with unique height extension and universal clamp 
with inserts to accommodate different thicknesses of chassis. 
Button to adjust the stork and also bendable both at the base 
and top for maximum adaptability to cover your baby. Fibre 
glass spokes and concealed rivets for greater safety.

80256

H61 NOIR / BLACK

R73 STONE

R63 DESERT / COFFEE

H72 CARMIN / RED

475 STYLON / NAVY

ATLANTIC
80474-S11

SCARLET
80474-S13

RED
80474-R83

CLOUD
80474-S08

DESERT
80474-S10

SHADOW
80474-R17

£ 39.99

£ 69.99

S22 ICE

SHOPPING BAG universal

Need more room for shopping? Then this handy shopping 
bag is just what you need. Its universal design allows you to 
connect it to most pushchairs and prams on the market.
80186-G78

£ 29.99
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RAINCOVERS pushchair & CAR SEATS

The Jané range of practical raincovers will keep your little one 
protected and comfortable while you’re on the move. These 
exclusively designed raincovers help to protect against the 
wind, rain, and are uniquely designed to aid air circulation 
and prevent temperature build-up with the mesh and roll 
up windows; perfect when going into shops when taking a 
wet raincover off is not practical. These raincovers are quality 
accessories that are reinforced with mesh to prolong their 
life. Practical storage bag with Velcro straps is also included 
with most models.

UNIVERSAL ALL G0 
CAR SEATS & COTS

50280  £29.99

UNIVERSAL 
CARRYCOTS

50282  £26.99

UNIVERSAL G0 
CAR SEATS

50283  £19.99

UNIVERSAL 
PUSHCHAIR

50272  £29.99

UNIVERSAL 
PUSHCHAIR 
(Nylon+PVC)

50290  £39.99

SURFER UNIVERSAL pLATFORM

The Jané Surfer has been specially designed to adapt to your 
Jané pushchair, ensuring a much simpler, quicker and safer 
assembly than any other platform. Being universal it fits 
quick and easily onto any pushchair. Technical characteristics: 
suspension,  wheels with ball bearings,  base made from 
ultra-resistant plastic and aluminium, and a safety lock. 
There are quick release mechanisms for detaching from 
the pushchair, or, as with most models, just fold with your 
pushchair. Suitable for children up to 20 kg.

5028-09

Bottle Holder UNIVERSAL

This is an original and practical universal 
accessory for parents and the baby. 
This means that a feeding bottle, water, 
or any other receptacle can always be 
carried within easy reach. Now complete 
with an adjuster strap and is compatible 
with all pushchairs.

4450-87

HANDY RAINCOVER 
STORAGE

BAG

£ 84.99

£ 15.00

from £ 19.99
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Safety Mattress for your jane

It is recommended that you have a separate ventilated safety 
mattress when baby is sleeping overnight. Complete with a 
breathable quilted removable washable cover, these safety 
mattresses are available for your Jané carrycot and Matrix.

DUAL BABY CARRIER 0-9 KG

Stylish and very comfortable baby carrier that’s suitable from 
birth to 12 months (3.5-9 Kg). It’s the ideal way to develop a 
close bond between parent and baby with the comfort and 
reassurance of your heart beat.  

 ● Head support.
 ● Velcro side opening.
 ● Side opening buckle.
 ● Padded shoulder straps.
 ● Head support buckle.
 ● Removable bib.

60242

KANGAROO BABY CARRIER 0-15 KG

This comfortable carrier spreads the weight between the hips 
and the back. This helps the baby’s hips to develop correctly. 
Suitable from birth to 2 years (3.5 - 15kg). It features wider 
straps to distribute the weight evenly and an adjustable 
harness system that allows for easy opening, making it 
stress-free to load baby. The sitting area can be individually 
adjusted to allow for an optimal fit and a choice for Baby’s 
legs to be held against the adult’s hip or their legs hanging 
down. Its adjustable head support can be folded down so 
your child can be carried facing forward when they are a bit 
older and able to hold up their own head.

TRAVEL BABY CARRIER 0-15 KG

This 3 position carrier features wide straps to give optimal 
comfort and support. Suitable from birth to 2 years (3.5 - 
15kg). Its adjustable head support can be folded so your child 
can be carried facing forward when they are a bit older. Also 
features a new padding to hold baby’s back in place, lower 
back support, super soft fabric, breathable interior, and a 
Baby bib that helps protect your clothes against dribbles. 

RED
60241-R83

LILAC
60241-R79

BLACK
60241-R82

FRACK
60243-P41

CRIMSON
60243-R27

9011  Matrix Light 2
9020  Tranporter 2

9030  Micro Carrycot
9040  Nano Carrycot

£ 22.99

£ 74.99

£ 64.99

£ 29.99
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TRANSPORTER 2

GOING BEYOND SAFETY REGULATIONS

polystyrene inner lining provides maximum absorption 
qualities.

The new seat belt fasteners, which are easier to use, 
prevent the carrycot from rotating and it also has the 
‘misuse’ system which prevents the carrycot being 
installed incorrectly in the car with the seat backrest 
raised.

With regards to comfort, its adjustable ventilation 
system, with membrane fabric, offers better 
breathability by regulating the air flow, creating a 
pleasant temperature for your baby. Its backrest 
can be reclined in various positions from a button 
on the outside, ensuring that your baby is always as 
comfortable as possible.

Transporter 2 is the carrycot from Jané that is the most 
comfortable and safest in its category. Continuous 
research and development means that structurally 
and technically it’s a market leader in its class.
 
The Jané Transporter 2 is not just a carrycot, but also 
a Group 0 lie-flat restraint system which is especially 
recommended by health officials for longer journeys. 
Newborn babies should ideally lie completely flat as 
this position facilitates newborn respiration, nurtures 
the abdomen and aids optimal spinal development. 
The Transporter 2 recognises this important 
requirement and gives your child the best start in life.

Its honeycomb structure gives maximum rigidity 
and resistance  with minimum weight while the full 

FOR MAXIMUM SPACE AND COMFORT - THE WORLD’S SAFEST CARRYCOT

TRANSPORTER 2
EUROTEST 2011

Winner of 2011 Eurotest, making it the 
safest carrycot in the world. 

48 car safety
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TRANSPORTER 2
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

BreathableShields from 
the wind

Water
resistant

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact Tested

0 - 10 kg

GROUP
0

0-9 months
approx.

Transporter 2
Instruction Video

COLOURS

the safest & Most advanced carrycot in the world

A Can be used as a lie-flat car seat. Unlike conventional 
infant car seats this lie-flat auto carrycot doesn’t 
have any time restrictions, meaning a newborn can 
travel in it for longer journeys nonstop.

B Can be used as a carrycot for overnight sleeping.
C Seat belt fasteners prevent the carrycot from 

rotating and its misuse system prevents incorrect 
installation.

D Integral shock absorbing material offers 360° 
protection.

E 3-Point safety harness keeps baby safely in place.
F Easy one-pull harness adjustment.
G Its Reinforced honeycomb structure reduces weight 

for carrying and maximises structural integrity. 
H Adjustable backrest is reclined from an outside lever 

so not disturbing  baby when they fall asleep.
I Breathable materials and the ventilation system 

maintains a comfortable temperature for baby.
J Pro-Fix system, compatible with all Jané pushchairs.
K Soft, padded covers, easy to remove and wash.
L Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting video.

Lie-Flat Car Seat

A

B

F

K

C

L

J

I

E

D

G

H

CLOUD 
53348X-S08

DESERT
53348X-S10

CLAY
53348X-S09

ATLANTIC
53348X-S11

£ 230
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MATRIX LIGHT 2

FIRST EVOLUTIONARY GROUP 0/0+ IN THE WORLD

with a mattress, just like a conventional carrycot, and 
for naps during the day, yet converts effortlessly into 
a car seat when required - giving you the best of both 
worlds at a fraction of the price.

HEALTH BENEFITS
Health officials and medical studies agree that to 
minimise periods of oxygen desaturation, newborn 
babies should be transported in a lie-flat system which 
is the healthiest way for them to travel especially on 
longer journeys. This position facilitates newborn 
respiration, nurtures the abdomen and aids optimal 
spinal development. The Jané Matrix Light recognises 
this important requirement and gives your baby the 
best start in life.

The new multi-award winning Group 0/0+ Matrix Light 
2 from Jané is a revolutionary multi-functional infant 
car seat that turns into a carrycot. The evolution of the 
award-winning classic Matrix, it is the only infant car 
seat on the market (patented) that offers the option of 
safely travelling with your baby in the sitting up or lying 
down position in the car, especially recommended by 
health officials for long journeys. 

This means that if your baby is sleeping in the Jané 
Matrix Light in the house he can be safely moved to 
the car, taken to the shops, and brought back home 
again without ever having to be moved or disturbed 
from sleep. It also delivers great value for money as it 
can be used 24/7 - for overnight sleeping when used 

CONVERTIBLE CAR SEAT AND CARRYCOT

Matrix Light 2
Installation Video

Matrix Platform
 Installation Video

50 car safety
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£ 225 £ 260

180° - 138°

1.

2.

3.

4.

matrix light 2

the SAFEST, HEALthIEST CARRYCOT AND CAR SEAT all in one

Healthier Lie-Flat Position

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Easy Seat Belt Fasteners Sitting-up Rearward Facing

Healthier Lie-Flat PositionEasy Loading Position Sitting-up Rearward Facing

matrix platform
the isofix platform makes 

it even safer & easier to 

install in your car

BELT FIT
SITTING UPRIGHT & LIE-FLAT 

POSITIONs, both positions 

approved for the car

Shields from 
the wind

ISOFIX
Compatible

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact 
Tested

0 - 13 kg

GROUP
0

Flat Position 
0-9m 

approx.

GROUP
0+ 4

POSITIONS
138°-180°

Sitting-up 
0-18m 
approx.

4 Reclining 
positions

A G0-G0+ convertible system. Baby can initially travel 
lying flat helping his lungs to develop correctly and 
prevent any respiratory problems.

B 4 recline positions to adapt to your infant’s comfort.
C 2 positions approved for vehicles:  (1) Flat position 

180°, ideal rest for  baby in the first months of life. 
(2) Sitting position 138°. ECE R44/04.

D G0+ Retention clip, locks the seat belt to increase 
stability and reduce movement during an impact.

E Installation with either Seat Belt or Isofix Platform.
F 5-Point safety harness allows for a larger fastening 

surface.
G More spacious interior and a lighter structure.
H Automatic belt height adjustment system.
I One-pull harness adjustment.
J Integral protection: Shock absorbing material 

throughout, Polystyrene.
K Pro-Fix system, compatible with Jané pushchairs.
L Ventilation system.
M Complete with hood & apron.
N Carrying handle. 3 positions.
O Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.

MATRIX platform

ISOFIX
PLATFORM 
5093-X09

A

F

B

E

J
I

K

L

C

D

H

N
G

O

MATRIX LIGHT 2  
CLOUD

3522X-S08
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STRATA

Maximum safety score in independent 
crash tests.

baby is protected with shock absorbing material.

The incorporated 5-point harness allows for a larger 
fastening surface, and therefore provides a higher 
level of safety when compared to the traditional 
3-point harness that’s found on most infant car seat.

The Strata Platform is an accessory which has been 
specially designed to make it even easier to install the 
Strata in your car. It uses the Isofix system in your car 
and Jané’s patented Pro-fix system on the Strata to 
make it the safest, easiest and quickest way to install 
the car seat in the car or travel system.  A unique and 
handy smart phone QR barcode also delivers an in car 
video demonstration to avoid user errors. Jané was 
the first car seat manufacturer to use this innovative 
technology. 

Strata by Jané has obtained the maximum score in 
Group 0+ car seats installed with the adult 3-point seat 
belt in the European test performed by child safety 
experts and consumer organizations (EuroTest 2008, 
Which? Magazine in UK - Best Buy). So it is not just 
the safest car seat, but also the only one that helps 
pulmonary development.

This more spacious infant car seat not only allows baby 
to travel more comfortably but also to travel in the 
safer rearward facing position for longer, up to 13kg, 
18 months approx. 

The baby’s headrest has double protection; thanks to its 
automatically adjusting headrest and the Strata’s shell 
(made of recyclable, high resistance polypropylene).  
The entire surface that comes into contact with the 

THE SAFEST CAR SEAT IN ITS CATEGORY - EUROTEST 2008

STRATA
EUROTEST 2008

Strata
Instruction Video

THE SAFEST CAR SEAT 
IN ITS CATEGORY

52 car safety
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STRATA
technical

PRO-FIX : MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE WITH A SINGLE CLICK

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

BreathableShields from 
the wind

ISOFIX
Compatible

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact Tested

0 - 13 kg

GROUP
0+

0-18 months
approx.

strata platform

Strata Platform
Instruction Video

COLOURS

A More spacious model: allows baby to travel in the 
safer rearward facing position for longer. 

B Award winner. Officially the safest car seat in its 
category.

C Low-routing, leaves the area for baby’s feet free.
D Install with seat belts or optional Isofix Platform.
E 5-Point safety harness allows for a larger fastening 

surface, and therefore provides a higher level of 
safety when compared to the conventional 3-Point 
harness that’s found on most infant car seats.

F Automatic height adjustment of the shoulder straps 
by simply pressing a button avoids user error and 
the inconvenience of removing and refitting the 
harness as baby grows.

G Height adjustable headrest offers double protection.
H One-pull harness adjustment.
I Seat belt lock, for increased stability.
J Pro-Fix: locks and unlocks car seat with just one 

movement. Compatible withal  Jané pushchairs.
K Removable hood for protection against the elements.
L Air circulation system for your babys comfort.
M Soft, padded covers, easy to remove and wash.
N Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.

CLOUD
3520X-S08

CLAY
3520X-S09

ATLANTIC
3520X-S11

DESERT
3520X-S10

5091-X09

K

A

H

G

F

M

L

J

B

I

E

N

D

C

£ 190

£ 145
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KOOS PLATFORM
The fact that installing infant car seats in the car with 
the seat belt can seem complicated, has led us to 
develop the new Koos Platform.

The new optional Koos Platform allows for safe, 
convenient and quick installation as it is completed in 
just one simple movement. The platform is securely 
fastened to the vehicle using the Isofix system, which 
maximises the safety of the Koos infant car seat, 
since the Isofix system greatly reduces the risk of any 
installation errors.

The new platform has been designed so it can be left 
permanently installed in the car, thereby avoiding all 
the hassle of constantly fitting and removing it.

Koos is the new solution from Jané for group 0+. Koos 
is the infant car seat that combines an extremely 
light-weight shell with maximum safety. Made using 
breathable materials, Koos is very comfortable for the 
baby and easy to handle for parents.

The very stable, light structure makes the infant carrier 
very easy to carry and also makes it safer for the baby. 
In the event of an impact the displacement is less than 
it would be in a heavier infant car seat.

The new ergonomic handle lets you change the 
position quickly, safely and easily. Koos is ideal for 
travelling but also for going out walking, as it is fitted 
with the “Pro-Fix” system, meaning that with just one 
movement, it can be fitted onto your Jané chassis to 
make a travel system.

BETTER DESIGN, LIGHTER AND SAFER

KOOS BETTER DESIGN, 
LIGHTER AND SAFER.

Koos Video
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Shields from 
the wind

ISOFIX
Compatible

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact Tested

0 - 13 kg

GROUP
0+

0-18 months
approx.

2.9 kg

KOOS
technical

PRO-FIX : MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE WITH A SINGLE CLICK

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

KOOS platform

Koos Platform
Video

A Lightest seat in its category, only 2.9 kg.
B Pro-fix: locks and unlocks the car seat from any Jané 

chassis with just one movement.
C Polypropylene injected body very resistant to impacts. 
D Adjustable harness with 3 height positions.
E Ergonomic padded pillow that supports the neck and 

body of the smallest babies.
F Ventilation system for permanent air circulation.
G 3-Point safety harness with one-pull adjustment.
H Ergonomic carrying handle with 4 different positions.
I Seat belt lock, for greater stability.
J Storage compartment.
K Removable and washable upholstery. 
L Correct installation test.
M New supplement with an expanded polystyrene core 

that improves side impact protection. 
N Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.

MUUM & TWONE KOOS EPIC & CROSSWALK KOOS

CLOUD
3441X-S08

SCARLET 
3441X-S13

5001-X09

CLOUD
3438X-S08

DESERT
3438X-S10

MOSS
3441X-S12

CLAY 
3441X-S09

SCARLET
3438X-S13

TILE
3441X-S15

A

D

E

G

G C

H

I

K

J

L

M

B

£ 145 £ 145

£ 145
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RACING

Racing car seat can be reversed and can be used from 
birth. In this rearward facing position, with the aid 
of a clever foot which descends from its base, it will 
angle the seat correctly for a newborn baby. Once the 
seat is fully reclined in this position, it will ensure your 
newborn is in the correct posture that is essential for 
his development and comfort. 

After this first stage once your baby reaches 9 kg in 
weight (Approx. 9 months) you can then install the 
Racing car seat in the forward facing position - group 
1. This means that the Racing car seat provides 
protection with no compromises in the Group 0 and 1, 
and can be used from birth right up until your child is 
about 4 years old.

The Jané Racing is a Group 0-1 car seat, birth to 4 years 
of age approx. It’s simple to fit and with its side impact 
protection the Racing gives you peace of mind right 
from day one. 
 
An ergonomically designed seat, it adapts to the 
changing needs of a growing child from birth to 4 
years (18 kg). The interior has expanded polystyrene 
lining which is designed to absorb energy in the event 
of an accident. This seat is particularly noteworthy for 
its deep impact protection shell, especially around 
your child’s head, and also the adjustable newborn 
cushion filler which provides the correct posture and 
maximum comfort for a newborn baby.

The safest way for a newborn to travel in a car seat 
is rearward facing. In the first stage - group 0, the 

TWO CAR SEATS IN ONE

Racing

MAXIMUM SAFETY, 
MAXIMUM SCORE
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racing
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

seat belt INSTALLATIONEASY RECLINE SYSTEM

MULTI RECLINING 
POSITIONS

REARWARD FACING 
GROUP 0, 0-10 kg

0-9 months approx

Lowrider 
Group 0

Recline 
Positions

Adjustable  
Headrest

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact Tested

0 - 18 kg

GROUP
0

Rear facing 
0-10 kg

GROUP
1

Forward facing
9 - 18 kg

0 - 4 years
approx.

FORWARD FACING 
GROUP 1, 9-18 kg
9 m - 4 yrs approx

colours

A Rearward and forward facing car seat.
B Installation with 3-point seat belt.
C Anti-swaying system, Lowrider Group 0. Designed 

so the seat belts anchor as low as possible at the 
base, and as high as possible at the shoulder. This 
gives the maximum stability and protection in the 
event of a crash.

D Group 0 foot – the height of the base re-equilibrates 
the position of the car seat. When rearward facing 
the foot is lowered to increase the recline, comfort 
and safety of the newborn.

E New born support cushion included.
F Height adjustable 5-point safety harness with high-

performance non-slip chest pads. Ensuring baby is 
held firmly in total comfort and increases safety.

G Complies with ECE R44/04.
H Multiple recline positions – adjusts without 

disturbing your child.
I One-pull harness adjustment.
J Breathable fabrics allow the body’s humidity to be 

transferred.
K Cover easily removable and washable.

C

B

D

A

H

G

J

F

E

I

K

FLAME
4566-R62

KLEIN
4566-R65

YALE
4566-R87

£ 159
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The Jané Exo Lite is versatile too, as you also have 
the option to install it with your vehicle’s 3-point seat 
belt, making it easy to transfer between cars and also 
making it compatible with older cars that don’t have 
Isofix.

With the additional protection of a separate and 
adjustable headrest, (which also correctly adjusts 
the harness to your child’s build or to accommodate 
thicker clothing from time-to-time) your child will find 
it the perfect fit, and every parent will find it easy to 
adjust.

EXO LITE is the new group 1 car seat from Jané. Exo 
Lite is now lighter and maximises protection thanks to 
the inner absorbent material and the large sides that 
absorb more energy in the event of an impact.

It can be installed easily and safely in the car using 
Isofix fasteners, which provide the seat with greater 
stability in the event of knocks or side impacts.  Your 
child is always protected while travelling as it also has 
a third anti-rotational point or Support Leg included. 
This support leg limits tilting and rotation in the event 
of an impact and is easy to install and is compatible 
with most vehicles. 

A NEW CAR SEAT IS BORN WITH CONVENIENT, EASIER AND SAFER FASTENING.

EXO LITE A NEW CAR SAFETY 
SEAT IS BORN
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EXO LITE
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

INSTALLATIONEXO SUPPORT LEG

Support leg included SEAT BELT & LEG ISOFIX & LEG

ISOFIX
Compatible

Recline 
Positions

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact Tested

Adjustable  
Headrest

9 - 18 kg

GROUP
1

9 m - 4 years
approx.

Exo Lite
Instruction Video

colours

A Headrest and harness are synchronized and adjust by 
moving the headrest, avoiding the inconvenience 
of refitting the harness as your child grows.

B Multiple reclining seat positions.
C Height-adjustable 5-point safety harness with one-

pull adjustment.
D Non-slip high performance chest pads increase your 

child’s comfort and safety. 
E Installation by either using the adult 3-Point Seat Belt 

or installation by Isofix.
F The included support leg limits tilting and rotation in 

the event of an impact.
G Indicators confirm the Isofix hooks are engaged.
H For easy storage the Isofix arms retract by turning 

the conveniently placed adjuster at the front.
I Impact absorbing material throughout the interior of 

the car seat provides maximum shock absorption 
and protection for your child.

J Cover easily removable and washable.
K Impact approved. Side Impact tested.
L Certified according to the European Safety 

Regulations ECE R44/04, number E9-041077.
M Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.

CLOUD
4573-S08

ATLANTIC
4573-S11

SCARLET
4573-S13

J

G
H

A

C

E

D

F
B

K

M

H

I

£ 279
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THE SAFETY SEAT WITH 3RD GENERATION ISOFIX

EXO 3RD GENERATION 
ISOFIX

EXO
EUROTEST 2010

In the event of an accident, car seats experience 
G-force Reducing this in turn reduces the potential 
G-force to your child, minimising potential injury.  The 
patented shock absorption system does just this, by 
absorbing a high percentage of the impact to cushion 
and smooth out the blow. In other words, the G-force 
is lowered and it is less likely that the child will be 
injured in an accident. 

ELECTRONIC DEVICE TO GUARANTEE CORRECT 
INSTALLATION
An advanced electronic device  detects whether ISOFIX 
anchorages are properly connected, with both lights 
and acoustic signals on its front panel. This system tells 
you if it’s correctly installed any time,  just by pressing 
the “TEST” key. If the lights are green, it indicates that 
it’s correctly fitted.

The 3rd Generation of child car seats is here. The EXO 
by Jané is the first seat that incorporates an advanced 
pneumatic shock absorber system and the only one 
with 4 new worldwide patents in safety.

Most safety seats now use the ISOFIX system, allowing 
the seat to simply fasten to the chassis of the vehicle. 
ISOFIX devices are much easier to install and minimise 
the car seat’s movement in the event of an impact, 
reducing the risk of serious injury by up to 22%.

PATENTED SHOCK ABSORBING SYSTEM
Jané’s EXO, 3rd Generation ISOFIX, goes a stage further 
introducing an exclusive Pneumatic Absorption System 
(PAS) with pneumatic piston that reduces the force of 
an impact by up to 4 G when compared to conventional 
ISOFIX car seats. 
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EXO
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS

Pneumatic 
Absorption 

System

ISOFIX
Compatible

Recline 
Positions

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact 
Tested

Adjustable  
Headrest

9 - 18 kg

GROUP
1

9 m - 4 years
approx.

Exo
Instruction Video

INSTALLATIONEXO SUPPORT LEG

SEAT BELT UNIVERSAL ISOFIX SUPPORT LEG

A Patented Electronic installation warning system.
B Patented Pneumatic Piston absorbs the energy of 

an impact and reduces deceleration by up to 4G, 
minimising the potential injury on your child.

C New system for tensioning the harness which 
reduces the movement of the child in the event 
of an accident (patented). Harness is tightened by 
the abdominal straps, while most car seats use the 
shoulder straps to do this.

D Synchronized headrest, harness and crotch strap 
with an easy single-handed adjustment (Patented).

E Multiple recline seat positions.
F 5-Point safety harness with one-pull adjustment.
G Non-slip high performance chest pads.
H 3 installation options (a) 3-Point Seat Belt, (b) Isofix 

and top tether or (c) Isofix and optional support leg 
(ideal if top tether can’t be used).

I Top tether provides a third anchorage point, limiting 
the rotational movement of the seat.

J Impact absorbing material throughout the interior.
K Cover easily removable and washable.
L Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.
M Certified to European Safety Regulations ECE R44/04.

CLOUD
4574-S08

DESERT
4574-S10

ATLANTIC
4574-S11

SCARLET
4574-S13

SUPPORT LEG  £45
5081 (Optional)

K

M

I

C

H

G

E
F

L

A

J

B

D

£ 325
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QUARTZ ADAPTED TO THE CHILD 
AT EVERY STAGE

NEW
DUE SPRING 

2015

MAXIMUM SAFETY WITH AN UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE DESIGN

The child can rest comfortably as the Quartz has 
3 reclining positions and is fitted with ventilation 
vents that work together with its breathable Soft 
Touch padding for the ultimate in comfort and to 
provide wellbeing during long journeys.

Comfort and quality reign supreme with form-
hugging, supple, breathable, Soft-Touch-padding 
complemented with its stylish and innovative 
ergonomic design.

The new Quartz car safety seat is the latest 
addition to the complete CRS range from Jané. 
Quartz is a restraint system that uses Isofix 
fasteners, designed for group 2/3 from 15 to 36 
kilograms, approximately 3 to 12 years.

Technologically advanced, Quartz is fitted with 
Proportional Height Adjustment, an integral 
adjustment system that lets you regulate the 
height by up to 11 positions. When the height 
of the seat is extended it is not just the headrest 
that moves; the backrest also moves to the 
corresponding height thereby guaranteeing that 
the child has maximum protection throughout all 
the stages of growth. 
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GROUP
2

GROUP
3

ISOFIX
Compatible

Recline 
Positions

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact 
Tested

Adjustable  
Backrest & 
Headrest

15 - 36 kg 3-12 years
approx.

QUARTZ
technical

Technical CHARACTERISTICS
A Adaptable: Quartz is a multi-group safety seat 

designed to adapt to the child at each stage of 
growth, thanks to the integral height adjustment 
system (11 positions) that lets you extend the 
backrest and headrest. 

B Maximum side protection, the wraparound shape of 
the frame increases the absorption of any possible 
impact and provides greater shock absorbing 
properties.

C 3 reclining positions so the baby can rest more 
comfortably.

D The headrest includes large sized ear protectors, 
which means that in the event of a side impact, the 
child’s head remains in the safe area of the seat, 
thereby guaranteeing maximum protection.

E Ventilation: Ergonomic design with ventilation vents 
making it more breathable for the baby.

F Breathable Soft Touch padding, the covers can be 
taken off for washing.

G Anchored to the car via the standard Isofix system 
and the child is secured in the seat with the 3-point 
seat belt, obtaining greater stability. It can also be 
installed with just a 3-point seat belt.

SEAT BELT ISOFIX

INSTALLATIONNEW  MODEL

CLOUD
4576-S08

DESERT
4576-S10

ATLANTIC
4576-S11

SCARLET  
4576-S13

A

E

C

G

D

B

F

£ 175
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system for the base of the seat, which combined with 
3-point seat belt, obtaining greater stability.

Offering greater cushioning, the larger wrap around 
headrest increases shock absorption that’s caused 
by an impact. The reclinable backrest and tilting sides 
provide optimum support for a restful journey and the 
aeration vents with the internal fabrics are breathable 
to maximise your child’s comfort.

Montecarlo R1, as with all our car seats, is independently 
tested and approved under new European Car Safety 
Regulations ECE R44/04. This excellent seat was also 
subjected to the strict EUROTEST exam, which tests the 
safety and resistance of all the child safety seats on the 
market. It received one of the best scores on the market 
in its category, and an “excellent mark” with special 
mention made of its “safety in side crashes” and the 
“stability of the seat”.

The Montecarlo R1 from Jané is specially designed to 
adapt to each stage of your child’s growth. Suitable 
for children between 15 – 36 kg, this Group 2 – 3 car 
seat has an integral adjustment system that allows both 
the seat’s height and width to be altered for a perfect 
fit, effectively protecting your child during all stages of 
growth and accommodating for different thickness of 
clothing depending on the days weather.

You can extend its usage even further when used with 
Jané’s optional Xtend impact shield, a protective cushion 
that provides a safe and comfortable alternative to a 
harness. With the Xtend it can also be used as a Group 
1 car seat, effectively extending the seats range from 
Group 1-2-3, 9 to 36 kg, 9 months to 12 years approx.

This car seat’s unique aluminium structure improves 
protection by 70% when compared to a traditional 
system and is also equipped with an ISOFIX anchoring 

ONE OF THE BEST AND SAFEST CAR SEATS ON THE MARKET

Montecarlo R1 & Xtend
Instruction Video

MONTECARLO R1 THE VALUE 
OF SAFETY

MONTECARLO R1
EUROTEST 2012

Montecarlo R1
Instruction Video
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GROUP
1

With Xtend 
shield

GROUP
2

GROUP
3

ISOFIX
Compatible

Recline 
Positions

Impact 
Approved

Side
Impact 
Tested

Adjustable  
Backrest & 
Headrest

9 - 36 kg 9m -12 years
approx.

MONTECARLO R1
technical

colours

Technical CHARACTERISTICS
A Adaptable: a Multi-Group Safety Seat that easily 

adapts to your growing child thanks to its integral 
adjustment system.

B Optional Xtend impact shield allows this Group 2-3 
car seat to cater for Group 1. Meaning the car seat 
can effectively be used from 9 to 36 kg, 9 months 
to 12 years approx.

C Anchored to the car via the standard Isofix system 
and the child is secured in the seat with the 3-point 
seat belt, obtaining greater stability. It can also be 
installed with just a 3-point seat belt.

D The aluminium structure improves protection by 70% 
compared to traditional systems.

E Height and width of the sides of the headrest and 
the backrest areas are independently adjustable.

F Reclining backrest and adjustable armrests.
G Maximum protection thanks to the improved large 

wrap around headrest and side shock absorption.
H Seat belt route means the cars diagonal belt adapts 

perfectly to the height of the child’s shoulder.
I Ergonomic design and ventilation maximises comfort.
J Smartphone QR barcode for in car fitting videos.
K Indicators confirm the ISOFIX hooks are engaged.

A

E

D

C

G

B

J

F

H

I

K

KLEIN 
4564-R65

DESERT
4570-S10

ATLANTIC
4570-S11

SCARLET
4570-S13

KLEIN
4565-R65

DESERT
4571-S10

ATLANTIC
4571-S11

SCARLET
4571-S13

£ 210

£ 155
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Activa evo 
3 in 1 multi-functional convertible highchair

The Activa cleverly transforms from a highchair to a 
reclining stand alone chair, or junior play table and chair 
for your growing child. This multi-award winning, multi-
functional 3-in-1 reclining cubed highchair is built from 
robust ergonomically shaped plastic for safety and optimum 
comfort. 

PATENTED

6m - 36m Assembled:
53 x 58 x 104cm

10kg

 ● Convertible: highchair, low-chair and junior table & chair.
 ● 4-position reclining ergonomic seat unit
 ● 3-position adjustable tray.
 ● 5 point safety harness.
 ● Detachable tray and tray cover.
 ● Removable washable seat upholstery.
 ● Unfolded: 53 x 58 x 104 cm.
 ● Weight: 10 Kg.

2 melodies0m-36m Folded: 
54 x 24 x 112cm

Child seat up 
to 36m

Vibration

evolution 
musical and vibrating, rocker and chair all in one

New extremely compact, folding bouncer rocker chair, with 
adjustable footrest and multi position backrest for sleeping, 
resting or playing. With padded and washable cover, it 
includes an activity bar with soft toys that match the silk 
screen printing.

 ● Folds completely flat for easy storage.
 ● Toy bar included.
 ● Music (2 melodies) and vibration.
 ● 3 position backrest, 2 position footrest.
 ● Transforms into a toddler chair and rocker. Suitable from 
birth to 9kg / 3 years.

FORREST
6242X-P62

FUNNY TYE DYE
6242X-J92

BUNNY
6242X-P64

ARTIC
6111X-S18

SAVANNAH
6111X-S07

£ 165

£ 109
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0 - 36 
months

10 kgUnfolded: 
129 x 71.5 x 77cm

Folded:
24 x 24 x 81.5cm

Duo Level Travel COt 
2 level cot sized travel cot

This is a cot that lets you change the level of the mattress to 2 different 
heights, giving easier access to the inside of the cot. Upper level: ideal 
from birth to 3 or 4 months, until the baby starts to sit up unaided. 
Handy storage pocket. Complete with travel bag and wheels. Internal 
Dimensions: 60.5 x 120.5cm. Depth: 62cm.

PATENTED

6m - adult Folded: 
54 x 24 x 112cm

Assembled:
54 x 62 x 101cm

6.8kg

sigma 
evolutionary highchair

This truly versatile and evolutionary chair can be used from 
6 months and will last your family right into adulthood. It 
can fit right up to your table bringing your baby right into 
the heart of your family allowing them to learn and socialise 
around the family dinner table. 
This unique highchair comes complete with a double tray 
which means it can be used as a standalone highchair or with 
the tray removed.

 ● Evolutionary highchair 
- suitable from 6 months 
and will last right into 
adulthood.

 ● Detachable tray and tray 
cover.

 ● Removable upholstery.
 ● Includes detachable 
headrest. Backrest with 2 
reclining positions.

 ● 5-point harness with 2 
height positions.

 ● Seat with 2 height 
positions.

 ● Footrest with 2 height 
positions.

 ● Strong aluminium folding 
frame.

RED
6280X-R18

AROUND THE WORLD
6834X-R26

FUNNY DAY 
6834X-R25

£ 99

£ 199
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6m+/12kg Folded: 
67 x 72 x 42cm

Sounds and 
music

formula kid 
baby walker

SILVER
6431X-G71

RED
6431X-G74

RED
6424X-R35

PISTACHO
6424X-R36

air jumper 
door bouncer

6m+/12kg Folded: 
68 x 70 x 28cm

Sounds and 
music

PATENTED

6m+/12kg  53 x 44 cm 3.1kg

Innovative, sporty design with multi-activity tray, lights and real 
racing car sounds. 3 position height adjustable seat. Flexible 
protector around the base stops it from scraping against doors  
and walls. 8 safety devices around the base stops the walker 
when faced with a step. Removable washable padded seat. 
Extremely quiet silicone wheels, ideal for parquet flooring. 

wings 
baby walker

Includes multi-activity tray, 3 position height adjustable seat, 8 
safety devices around the base stops the walker when faced with 
a step, removable washable padded upholstery. New extremely 
quiet silicone wheels, ideal for parquet flooring. 

Fill the house with fun and laughter with this 
door bouncer. Features an inflatable surround to 
prevent knocks and scrapes and also incorporates 
rattles inside that make sounds when your 
baby moves, so activating their reflexes. Height 
adjustable and double safety lock.

ROAR
6014-S06

TANGRAM II
6014-R75

£ 109

£ 79.99

£ 69.99
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Stainless Steel with handle and carry 
bag. Keeps food hot or cold due to the 
insulation of the double wall vacuum. 
Ideal for home and when out & about. 
Screw on lids have airtight seal. £22.99

S/S THERMIC LINE FOOD FLASK 500cc

4+
Months

10490

MATERNITY
FEEDING

Keeps food hot or cold due to the 
insulation of the double wall vacuum. 
Ideal for home and when out & about. 
Material: Plastic. BPA FREE. Assorted 
designs and colours. 550cc £8.99

THERMAL BABY FOOD FLASK 550cc

4+
Months

10492

Great insulation thanks to the stainless 
steel double wall. Has a liquid valve that 
locks when tipped. Ideal for journeys. 
Helps you prepare baby’s bottle more 
quickly.  Lid can be used as a cup. £13.50

LIQUIDS THERMAL FLASK 500cc

0+
Months

10494

Keeps food hot or cold for up to 10 hours 
due to the insulation of the stainless steel 
double wall vacuum. Ideal for home and 
when out & about. 2 lids. Larger lid can 
be used as a bowl. 600cc £21.99

THERMAL BABY FOOD FLASK 600cc

4+
Months

10493

MATERNITY
HYGIENE

Inflatable bath and cushion exclusively 
designed to meet the baby’s comfort 
and safety needs from birth. Fitted with a 
divider to prevent the baby from slipping. 
30 litres. L78 x  W43 x H37 cm £17.99

3 POSITION INFLATABLE BATH 30 ltr

40521
PHTHALATES 
FREESAFE0+

Months

Silicone bottle with one teat for liquids 
and another one shaped like a spoon 
for solids, with protective cap. 100% 
BPA, PVC, Lead, Phthalates FREE. 210ml 
£13.99

EVOLUTIONARY SILICONE BOTTLE

10253
PHTHALATES 
FREESAFE0+

Months

Safe, fun float for baby and parents. With 
a backrest and harness designed for the 
baby’s comfort.
L88 x W57 x H29 cm £21.99

FLOATER MOTHER AND BABY

403326+
Months

Best way to save water and let baby 
enjoy bath time! Use as a divider for a 
large bath or in the shower tray. Hard 
wearing material so it can be also used 
outdoors. 70 litres. L70 x W70cm £29.99

UNIVERSAL BATHTUB SHOWER TRAY

403080-5
years

PHTHALATES 
FREESAFE

Includes a removable tank that makes it 
easier to clean. The potty has a musical 
chip that is activated by pressing the 
button. £17.99

MUSICAL POTTY

4030618+
Months

701440+
Months

Economical, easy and effective method, 
without using chemical agents. With a 
special tray for the teats and small parts. 
Very compact. Holds 6 bottles.100% BPA, 
PVC, Lead, Phthalates Free. Made of 
Polypropylene. 16.5x19cm £16.99

MICROWAVE STERILISER
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0+
Months

40525

2 in 1 bath hammock & seat. The hammock is suitable from birth and then turns into 
a bath seat when baby can sit up. Padded reclining backrest and seat for maximum 
comfort and keeping the baby’s body at the same temperature. Foldable so it can be 
stored away. Front opening, so baby can be seated and taken out more easily, without 
hurting his legs. Suction pads on the base to secure it. 100% soft. £49.99

AQUA - 2 IN 1 HAMMOCK THAT TURNS INTO A BATH SEAT

6+
Months

Deluxe model and 100% soft. Foldable so 
it can be stored away. Front opening, so 
baby can be seated and taken out more 
easily, without hurting his legs. Suction 
pads on the base to secure it. £29.99

DELUXE FLUID BATH RING SEAT

405226+
Months

Foldable so it can be stored away without 
taking up space. Front opening, so baby 
can be seated and taken out more easily, 
without hurting his legs. Suction pads on 
base to secure it. £24.99

FLUID BATH RING SEAT

40517

6+
Months

Ergonomically designed so optimizing 
baby’s comfort. Rubber pads on the base 
prevent slipping. The quality cover is 
removable and machine washable. Dims: 
52 x 23.5 x 17 cm approx £17.99

BATH SUPPORT HAMMOCK

40335

18+
Months

It’s a high quality robust potty system that grows with your child. It is a Potty + booster 
step + toilet adaptor trainer, all in one! Features: a removable tank that makes it 
easier to clean, non-slip feet on the booster step and has also a raised area on the 
trainer specially designed for boys. Educational as it has a liquid sensor that activates 
the music when the child uses it correctly. Dimensions: 30x30x21cm £44.99

NEW - 3 IN 1 EDUCATIONAL MUSICAL POTTY SET

40334

MATERNITY
HYGIENE, safety, 

gifts

Customise it with stickers to show your baby’s name and date of birth. With blue or pink backgrounds 
for a boy or girl. You will be able to keep your baby’s hand or footprint forever. 

PHOTO FRAMES WITH HAND OR FOOTPRINT

102710+
Months

102720+
Months

17 x 17cm 
£25.99

70 x 21cm
£29.99

0+
Months

Anti UV50+ protection in the hood. Pop-
up system. Easy 2 in 1 folding for use 
as a bed or a playpen. For use in and 
out of the ho,e. Padded floor. Includes 
carrybag. 90 x 90 x 44cm. £34.99

NOMADA FOLDABLE TRAVEL COT

30205
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Contains a case, adhesives for detecting 
baby’s temperature, medical syringe to 
measure the exact dose of medicine, 
medicine dispenser dummy &  thermometer 
dummy both with teat protectors. £12.99

MEDICAL SET

0+
Months

70135

Visco-Elastic with memory foam. Stage 
1: Combats plagiocephaly. Baby’s head is 
centred, yet he can turn his head without 
being exposed to malformations.
Stage 2: Anti-choking cushion. £21.99

2 STAGE ERGONOMIC CUSHION

0+
Months

50206

0+
Months

Universal pram mosquito net that’s 
suitable for buggys, carrycots and infant 
car seats. It protects your baby from 
annoying insects and very easy to attach. 
100% nylon. Measures: 120x85cm £6.99

PRAM INSECT NET, UNIVERSAL

50231

One size 
fits all.

Protects the most painful parts after a 
caesarean, and reduces recovery time. 
Optimal support for the abdominal muscles. 
Velcro bands apply pressure to achieve a 
quick and complete recovery. £17.99

POSTPARTUM SUPPORT SASH

40407

First months cushion that’s soft, 
adaptable and is designed to ensure baby 
sleeps on their back. As recommended 
by health professionals. £19.99

SOFT ANTI-ROLLOVER CUSHION

502030+
Months

Can flip down while still installed, so it’s 
easy for the child to get in and out of 
bed. Folds away into it’s travel bag. Its 
Continuous support bar allows it to be 
used on beds with slotted bases. 150 x 
41cm £37.99

FOLDABLE BED RAIL & CARRY BAG

5022318+
Months

0+
Months

Ideal for the care and hygiene of your 
baby. It comprises a soft brush and 
comb, a toothbrush, grip safety scissors, 
a nail clipper, 4 nail files, a thermometer 
and protective handy toilet bag. £18.99

HYGIENE SET WITH TOILET BAG

40218

12+
Months

To accompany the child from his very 
first steps. Safe and comfortable for  both 
baby and parent. Easy to hold. Stage 
1  -  first steps reins.  Stage 2  -  Safety 
harness. £15.99

2 IN 1 FIRST STEPS STRAPS & HARNESS

50213

MATERNITY
 SEE more of this range on 

our website

www.johnstonprams.co.uk

0+
Months

Very padded play mat, with textures and 
activities designed to stimulate baby’s 
play. Removable play bars. Sides can be 
raised when baby small. With mirror, soft 
toys and music. 120x120cm £49.99

ACTIVITY PLAY MAT

30632

Practical, safe and minimalist. Quick and 
easy to fit. The bed rail can be removed 
with just one hand. Very easy to put 
away. 90x42cm Available in White or 
Natural. £49.99

WOODEN BED RAIL

50287 Natural
50286 White18+

Months

Can flip down while still installed. Folds 
away into it’s own travel bag for easy 
storage. Its continuous support bar 
allows it to be used on cots or beds with 
slotted bases. 130cm £34.99

FOLDABLE BED RAIL & CARRY BAG

5027618+
Months
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